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About:
This is a RES cheat sheet that looks at all the RES products and product terms. It gives simple
explanations for these terms. Knowing these terms and what they mean will hopefully help you to
create better technical designs or to engage more with colleagues about RES products.
For more in-depth documentation I would refer you to the self-study kits and administration guides
of RES which can be downloaded from the RES Success Center. https://success.ressoftware.com

Author:
Chris Twiest, Workspace IT-consultant at Detron in the Netherlands. With more than 10 years of
experience in managing and creating workspace environments. Add me on LinkedIn or email me at
chris.twiest@detron.nl
Please visit my blog:
https://workspace-guru.com

Disclaimer:
This cheat sheet or other publications are my own personal opinions and are by no means
associated with my employer or RES.
All logos are copyright of their respective owners.
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RES ONE Workspace
RES ONE Workspace, is the User Environment Manager (UEM) from RES and I think the most known
product. With RES ONE Workspace we can secure and enhance the user’s desktop with the right
settings at the right time. It also empowers the IT administrators with an easy to manage and
predictable environment.
Former names: RES Workspace Manager, RES PowerFuse
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Datastore
This is the RES ONE Workspace database which can exist on SQL, DB2, Oracle and MySQL.
The database contains the Configuration and State, Logging and Usage Tracking information. RES
ONE Workspace allows you to split the datastore into a primary datastore and secondary datastore.
The Configuration and State information will always stay in the primary. Logging and Usage Tracking
can be migrated to the secondary. Agents need to connect to the datastore, this can be done directly
or indirectly with RES ONE Workspace Relay server.

Agent
The agent connects to the datastore or relay server and creates a cache of the information needed
for the user sessions. Logging and Usage tracking is then gathered by the agent and stored in the
cache, and will be written back to the datastore in intervals. Because the information is always
cached, an agent doesn’t need to be connected to the datastore all the time. For example, laptops
that are on the road.
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Composer
The composer is part of the agent and composes the users uniform workspace environment. It does
this with the information from the agent cache. This way a user can have a uniform workspace even
if the agent is not connected to the datastore. The composer provides the workspace with only the
functionality the user needs, like application, settings, etc.

Relay Server
Relay servers cache information from the datastore. Agents can connect to the relay server and
update their cache instead of connecting to the datastore. This reduces the datastore load and
network traffic. Relay server is also a great way to improve the scalability. For example, if you have a
datastore in Paris and 50 agents in New York instead of each agent connecting to Paris. Install a relay
server in New York and the 50 in New York will then connect to the relay server and only the relay
server will connect to the datastore in Paris. This saves a lot of data travelling through expensive
WAN links.
Relay server is optional and relay servers can be stacked. If we take the example above and we add
50 agents in London and 10 agents in Paris, we could just connect the 10 agents in Paris directly to
the database and create a relay server in London for those 50 agents. If we find out that the WAN
link between New York and London is faster and cheaper than Paris we can configure the Relay
server in New York to connect to the Relay server in London instead of the datastore in Paris.

Console
With the console the IT-administrator can create, manage and analyze the user environments. It also
is a great helpdesk tool which allows the helpdesk to quickly analyze user environments and find
issues or errors in the users workspace. They can also initiate a remote view or control session to the
user workspace.

Web Management Console
The web console is a newly introduced feature in v10 (Version 10) of RES ONE Workspace. It allows
you to analyze user workspace environments with much more detail. It is also possible to export
information from the web console in CSV or XML format. The web console can be linked to RES
Reporting. Soon RES will be moving more features from the Windows console to the web console.

Modules
RES ONE Workspace is licensed with modules, these are:
Core
This is the base module that is built-in with every RES ONE Workspace installation. This module is
free and includes everything to create a user’s workspace. It allows you to create start menu’s, file
share connections, printer connections etc.
Composition
The composition module is a paid module and needs to be licensed. It allows you to use Zero profile
technology and create an action on application level. It also has support for Windows 2016, MacOS
and Linux agents. With the composition module, you can use the new Web Management Console.
Security
The security module is a paid module and needs to be licensed. This module gives an IT-administrator
the tools to fight against ransomware and viruses pro-actively. It comes with a great app-locker and
reads only blanketing. Furthermore, it allows you to approve which peripherals for storage are used
and it has website control.
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Governance
The governance module is a paid module and needs to be licensed. This module does three things.
One; it gives you the performance features from RES ONE Workspace, like CPU Optimization. Two; it
allows you to gather more information from the users workspaces and use the Usages tracking. This
is also needed for RES Reporting. Three; it allows you to delegate control within RES so that the
helpdesk can help people but are not allowed to change an application.
Automation
RES ONE Workspace Automation module is an add-on that installs RES ONE Automation and lets you
use Automation to deploy software, drivers, services etc. For more information see the RES ONE
Automation chapter.
More information about the modules can be found here: http://www3.ressoftware.com/rs/794EGN-208/images/RES-Workspace-Capability-Matrix.pdf

User Context
Context is who, when and where of a users workspace. RES ONE Workspace creates the uniform
workspace just in time and to do this it needs the context. For example, a user works on his laptop in
the office at 14:00 and would be allowed to use business critical applications. But the same user
connected to a Citrix session from home at 22:00 would not be allowed to start the application. With
User context, we can create Access Control rules and create a just in time uniform workspace.

Composition
The composition section in the RES ONE Workspace Console lets you create the workspace
environment. Here you can add all your company’s IT-resources (applications, network shares,
printers etc). Then with Access Control rules you can manage who, when and where gets access to
those resources. Composition section also allows you to manage the user profiles with Zero Profile
technology.

Zero Profile
Zero profile technology is RES hybrid profile solution. Users log on with mandatory profiles and then
RES ONE Workspace will capture settings from the profile. It saves those to the user home directory
(or another destination) with. upf (User Profile Files) and .upr (User Profile Registry) files. It also
allows the IT-administrator to pick which settings will and will not be saved. Zero Profile technology is
done at two levels. First the global level, these are settings that are restored when a user logs on to a
session. These settings are saved at the end of the session. The second level is the application level,
these settings are restored when the user launches the application and they are saved at the
application end. By capturing as many settings as possible at application level the logon speed will
increase. To make sure that loading of an application doesn’t take too much time RES ONE
Workspace starts caching by default the most used application profiles as soon as the login is
completed.

Security
The security section in the RES ONE Workspace Console lets you protect the environment proactively against Viruses and Ransomware. You can also create rules that allow users to install certain
pre-approved software. It also allows you to white-and blacklist Websites and storage peripherals.

Read Only Blanketing
Read Only Blanketing presents the whole system drive as a read only disk. This way users can’t
change files on the system drive they’re not supposed to. This is a great protection against
ransomware because it would not be allowed to change the files on the C drive. RES ONE Workspace
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allows you to read only blanketing with a white-or blacklist principal. By default, everything is read
only until you place it on the whitelist (Authorized Files). To make the transfer to Read Only
Blanketing easier, RES ONE Workspace has a built-in learning mode at which point it only logs which
files are being changed, allowing you to create your whitelist before setting read only blanketing to
enabled mode.

Managed Applications
This is the AppLocker from RES. It allows you to white-or blacklist applications based on application
name, path and/or file hash. This way a virus will not be allowed to start because Virus.exe is not on
the whitelist. Even when a virus replaced a whitelist program like Word.exe, with file hashes
configured it will not be allowed to start. Managed Applications has a live log which makes it possible
to view which applications are being blocked and it has a learning mode to create your whitelist.

CPU optimization
Will make sure that not one user alone can use all the CPU power. Which is very important in shared
desktop environments like Microsoft RDS or Citrix XenApp. The CPU limits can be set by the
administrator.

Memory optimization
Releases the physical memory of applications that are not active and not in use anymore. You can
also configure a maximal amount of memory to be used by a user session which can be handy in
shared desktop environments.

Instant LogOff
Instant LogOff can be configured to disconnect the user session as soon as they press logoff. They can
shut down their client and go home while their profile is being saved and their session is logged off.
There is one small issue that can exist when working with instant logoff. Which is that the profile and
session are still being logged off while a user tries to launch a new session. Depending on how your
environment is configured this will result in an error. A good practice is to logoff and wait a minute
before starting a new session.

Usages tracking
With usages tracking you can view the usages of applications and website per user or computer. This
has been replaced with RES Reporting in v10, but can still be used if there is no RES Reporting
environment configured.

VDX
RES ONE Workspace VDX allows you to start locally installed applications from a remote desktop
session like RDS, Citrix or VMware.

Viewpoint
RES Viewpoint is an online Azure-hosted service which allows you to get more information about
your existing desktop infrastructure. This information can then be used for desktop and
infrastructure projects.

Desktop Sampler
The Desktop Sampler is a tool to capture all the applications, network shares and printers a user has
access to in an unmanaged user environment and saves this information in DTS-files. These DTS-files
can be used with the RES ONE Workspace, Workspace designer and allows you to transform
unmanaged user environments to managed user environments.
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RES ONE Automation
RES ONE Automation, is the RES IT Automation product. It is light weight, powerful and ready for
complex hybrid environments. RES ONE Automation can automate work that would have taken days
to complete and finish it in hours, for example deploying a new SQL server.
Former names: RES Automation Manager, RES Wisdom
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Datastore
This is the RES ONE Automation database which can exist on SQL, DB2, Oracle and MySQL.
The database contains the tasks that can be deployed and the results of the tasks. Every dispatcher
must have a connection to the Datastore. Agents don’t require a connection to the datastore, they
get their tasks from the dispatcher.

Agent
The agents perform the task that was send to them from the console through the dispatcher. An
agent can be a Windows, Linux or MacOS machine.
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Agent+
The RES team had reached the limitations of the RES ONE Automation Agent, so they created a new
one from the ground up. The Agent+ only works on 64bit machines and has a lot of new possibilities
for the future. RES ONE Automation Agent + is available from RES ONE Automation v10.

Teams
In RES ONE Automation you can group agents, this is done in Teams. You can set different variables,
global settings and permissions on a team.

Dispatcher
Dispatchers communicate with the database and the agents. When there is a task ready for an agent
connected to the dispatcher, the dispatcher will download all required information and data from
the database. The agent then uses that data to run the task.

Master Dispatcher
With master dispatchers you can scale out your environment. To enable a master dispatcher you
must change a registry settings. Then other dispatchers can connect to the master dispatcher for
their data cache instead of using the database.

Console
The console is the tool to manage your total automation environment. It lets you create tasks and
schedule them to agents. You can also push agent, dispatcher and console installation to other
servers and create teams.

Web Management Portal
The web console is newly introduced in v10 of RES ONE Automation. It allows you to quickly see
which jobs are scheduled and running. The web console can be linked to RES Reporting. Soon RES will
be moving more features from the Windows console to the web console.

Tasks
Tasks are actions performed by agents and form the base of RES ONE Automation. There are a lot of
tasks that can be done by RES ONE Automation. To name a few: Run a PowerShell script, Execute an
command, Reboot a server, Query which services run on an agent, and lots more. You can even
download extra tasks with RES ONE Automation Connectors.

Modules
Tasks are always added to a Module. A module must have at least one task but can have many more.
Within a module, you can specify parameters that are used by the tasks in the module. You can also
set permissions on a module. Once a module is created it will keep a versioning log (Audit trail) to see
who and what is changed in the module since creation. It will also keep a log of its executions in Job
history and if it is part of a project or run book in Usage.

Projects
Modules can be combined in projects. Whitin a project you can also set conditions on the modules.
For example, if you have a project to deploy a new RDS server and you add a module: install office
2013 with a condition on the module if parameter “Office version” = “2013” run this module or else
skip this module. Then you add another module install office 2016 with the condition if parameter
“Office version” = “2016” run this module or else skip this module. Now you have created one
project but with a parameter value you can select to install Office 2013 or Office 2016. Projects also
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allow you to link parameters between modules. It is also possible for the first module to set a
parameter and the second module to use this parameter (get). This way you can have a module
which creates an automatically generated password and the next module which will reset a users
password with that automatically created password.

Run books
Within a run book you group multiple modules and projects. And just like in projects you can set
conditions on the modules or projects. It also allows you to link multiple parameters between
modules and projects together. What makes a run book unique is the ability to set the agent that
runs the module or project. A run book can consist of multiple projects or modules that run on
multiple and different agents. For example, if we have a project to create a new User we might want
to run that on a Domain controller agent but after the user is created, a module must run to email
the credentials to HR. But in this instance the domain controller is not allowed to send an email. You
can then run that module on an agent that can email. In this example, you use 2 agents in one
runbook.

Parameter
Within RES ONE Automation parameters are used to make generic task specific. You can create your
own parameters and link them to tasks, modules, projects and runbooks. You can create a task to set
the initial value of the parameter or enter the parameter value yourself. Parameters can also be left
blank.

Variables
RES ONE Automation lets you create global variables which then can be used in tasks, modules,
projects and runbooks. A good example of variables is a deployment account credentials variable you
create this once and use it in multiple modules. If the password changes you only need to change this
in the global variable.

Resources
In the resources section, you store or link the data that is needed to complete a task. For example,
the task that performs an unattended installation will need to know where the software (data) is
located that you are trying to install. Within resources you can set a link to a file server, an url to a
website, store in the RES ONE Automation datastore or create a RES ONE Automation Resources
packed which can then contain multiple installations.

Connectors
RES ONE Automation Connectors are extra task packages that can be performed on third party
software. You can download the connectors from the RES website. For example, there is a VMware
connector which makes it possible to create a new VM from the RES ONE Automation console.
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RES ONE Identity Director
RES ONE Identity Director, is the RES self-services, workflow and auto-provisioning product. It uses
the power of RES ONE Automation in a user-friendly portal. It lets you easily streamline the business.
For example, the onboarding process of a user can be started directly by HR and IT won’t have to do
a thing. It saves multiple hours and resources.
Former names: RES IT Store, RES ONE Service Store
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Datastore
This is the RES ONE Identity Director database which can exist on SQL, DB2, Oracle and MySQL. It
stores the service catalog and the transactions.

Setup & sync
The setup & sync tool lets you create your RES ONE Identity Director Datastore and setup connection
to your identity providers. RES ONE Identity Director doesn’t have a direct connection to the Active
Directory. Unlike other RES products it uses its own People database. To fill this database, you must
configure the data source in the Setup & sync client.
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Management Portal
The management Portal is the web based management console. From here you can create new
services, view active transactions and setup the environment.

My Store
My store is the user portal in which the user can request services, and view which services are autoprovisioned to them.

Services
Services are created within the management portal. A service can be anything you wish to automate.
Examples are, On and off boarding of users, reset a password, request a taxi, request a new web
server etc. To receive a service, you must qualify for the service. This can be done on username or
department etc. A service will launch a workflow once requested or auto-provisioned.

Workflow
Once a service is started it will run a workflow. Workflows consist out of two parts, the delivery and
return. For both workflows you can set multiple actions, like send email message, provide
information, compare attributes, invoke a RES ONE Automation Run book, etc. Workflows are
displayed in a tree view which gives a very simple but powerful overview.

Attributes
Attributes can make a generic action specific. They work almost the same as RES ONE Automation
parameters and can be linked to parameters.

Service Catalog
The service catalog contains all the services within your RES ONE Identity Director environment.
From here you can manage or create services.

Transactions
When a user requests a service or a service is auto-provisioned, it becomes a transaction. From the
management portal you can view all transactions. When you click on a running transaction you can
see at what point the service is in the workflow. For example, you can see if the service is executing a
RES ONE Automation Run book or waiting on approval. Within finished services you can see what
Attributes where filled in.

Mobile gateway
The mobile gateway makes it possible to use the RES ONE Identity Director app on Andriod or iOS.
This way users on mobile devices don’t have to use the web “My Store” but can use the app with a
more optimized layout for mobile.
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RES Reporting
RES Reporting, is a new RES product that was released with v10. It generates deep dive reports of
your RES ONE environments. And gives you the tools to create reports of specific queries. These
reports can than easily be exported to a bunch of different formats including Word, Excel, PFD.
RES Reporting uses Microsoft SQL server (minimal 2016 sp1) reporting services feature to generated
the reports. It syncs data from the RES ONE products databases at intervals so the information in
Reporting is historical and not real-time. It is a great tool to analyze your environment and view trend
overtime. One of my favorite reports is the RES ONE Workspace logon performance, here you can do
a deep dive and view exactly which component took the most time to load.
RES Reporting comes for free with RES ONE Automation, RES ONE Identity Director and RES ONE
Workspace Governance Module.
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RES Identity Broker
RES Identity broker is a new product launched with RES ONE v10 release. It creates a single sign on
experience in the new web management portals. When you logon to a management portal it will
create a secure ticket which can then be passed on to other management consoles. This way you can
click on a runbook in RES ONE Identity Director and launch RES ONE Automation without the need to
sign in again.
RES Identity broker has identity providers, this can be ADFS or AD. And identity consumers the RES
ONE products. It is lightweight and easy to install and setup, but it does require a SQL database. You
can use it for free with all RES ONE products. It is an optional component with one exception; RES
Reporting does require an Identity Broker.
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RES ONE Enterprise
RES ONE Enterprise is the complete suite of RES products. It comes with one installer to install RES
ONE Automation, RES ONE Workspace, RES ONE identity Director, RES Identity Broker and RES
Reporting. As a bonus you get the RES ONE Enterprise Console. This is one console from which you
can connect to all other consoles and web management portals.
Former names: RES ONE Suite
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